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    About this item

  


  
    
      
                        	[Upgrade Pro Version] The innovative ideas of pathway lights and outdoor spotlight combination, we apply on this Lumary rotatable dual-head pathway lights Pro. The low voltage landscape lights are compose of two 355°rotating lights head. You can create brilliant lighting effects by vertically adjusting the lights head angle. We have applied for a patent for this product.
	[Advanced Lighting Experience] Lumary landscape path lights is 36W with 2800 Lumens bright. Lumary outdoor lights kit can be simultaneously control as a single group via app. Customize your outdoor lighting for yard, driveway, patio, garden.
	[RGBAIWW Technology] You can create stunning and dynamic outdoor lighting effect. Lumary color changing landscape lighting offer 16 million color options for providing more vibrant lighting effects. Pretty nice for outdoor decoration lights for Christmas, Halloween, birthdays, weddings, parties.
	[Individual Control] Each led spotlights can be controlled separately via APP, including color change, on/off status, and brightness. The perfect outdoor decor for creating a unified and coordinated lighting effect.
	[Tunable White] Lumary low voltage pathway lights comes with RGBCW technology and adjustable 2200K~6500K warm white and cool white, with adjustable brightness range from 1% to 100%. Meet your daily illumination and your christmas decor lighting need.
	[IP65 Waterproof & All-Aluminum Structure] The IP65 waterproof outdoor path lights are very suitable for your house, crafted from aluminum alloy die-casting material with excellent heat dissipation. The 22AWG robust cable, paired with a ETL-certified adapter, has a lifespan of up to 15,000 hours.
	[APP/Voice/Remote/Control Box Control] Our control options are designed with user-friendliness in mind to cater to the unique preferences of each family member. Four ways to control - ① Download the Lumary APP and connect the lights. NOTE: Only support 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi. ②Voice control, Work with Alexa, Google Assistant.③RF remote controller(Not include AAA batteries) ④ Control box.
	[Timer Schedule] Effortlessly manage your smart landscape lighting with scheduled programming. You can set the on-off time of the year-round holiday light via the Lumary APP.
	[Scenes Mode] Lumary preset scene mode, setting the brilliant lighting effect for every occasion. This feature allows you to create a personalized scene, perfectly aligned with your preferences and designed to elevate your outdoor landscape lighting experience.
	NOTE: ① The length of the plug to the first light is 18 feet. ② The light and control box is waterproof, while the plug is not. ③It should be plugged into an outlet, not connect to high-voltage system. ④Each light can be removed through the connector. ⑤Please do not attempt to extend the wire, Modification is not recommended. ⑥Same sets can't be connected together.


                        
                      
    

  







  
    Description

  


  
    
      


Technical Details








	Color	Pro Max
	Brand	Lumary
	Indoor/Outdoor Usage	Outdoor
	Special Feature	RGBAIWW, Metal Body, 700LM Brightness, Adjustable Dual Head, 8 Spotlights
	Light Source Type	LED
	Power Source	AC/DC
	Style	Modern
	Material	Aluminum
	Color Temperature	2200 Kelvin
	Controller Type	APP, Amazon Alexa/Google Assistant, Remote Control
	Connectivity Protocol	Bluetooth, Wi-Fi
	Connectivity Technology	Wi-Fi
	Voltage	24 Volts (AC)
	Wattage	36 watts
	Included Components	1*Manual, 1*Adapter, 8*Spotlights, 4*Ground skate, 1*Remote controller
	Number of Items	2
	Item Dimensions LxWxH	5 x 4 x 6 inches
	Control Method	Remote
	Water Resistance Level	Waterproof
	Manufacturer	Lumary
	Item Weight	11.9 pounds
	Product Dimensions	5 x 4 x 6 inches
	Country of Origin	China
	Item model number	PL48B1
	Assembled Height	6 inches
	Assembled Length	5 inches
	Assembled Width	4 inches
	Finish types	Aluminum
	Specific Uses	Landscape Path Lights
	Special Features	RGBAIWW, Metal Body, 700LM Brightness, Adjustable Dual Head, 8 Spotlights
	Light Direction	Adjustable
	Switch Style	Push Button
	Switch Installation Type	Ground Mount
	Batteries Required?	No
	Certification	FCC ETL
	Luminous Flux	2800 Lumen









    

  





                      
                      

  
    Shipping Policy

  


  
    
      
                        
                        Free shipping in US only. And you can choose fast delivery with shipping cost according to order items weight.
Orders in Canada and Mexico, for the packages with different weights, the shipping cost is not the same.

Shipping & Order Confirmations:

You will receive an email order confirmation after your order has been placed, and a second email when your order has been shipped. Tracking numbers will be provided when available. We usually ship the goods within two working days after you place the order. Normally, Standard ship will use UPS/USPS/Amazon Logistics delivery.

Shipping tracking:

After we ship the smart lights, the tracking number will be sent to your email (you can also find it through the order). You can track your package via www.17track.net/en.

How long will it be delivered?

In most cases, U.S. orders take 3-5 days for delivery. Orders to Canada and Mexico will take approximately 6-10 working days to arrive.

If there is a major natural disaster, strike or other force majeure event, it will take longer.

Affected by Covid-19, there will be some delay in the delivery.

                      
    

  





                      
                      

  
    Refund Policy

  


  
    
      
                        
                        30 Day Money Back Guarantee
Lumarysmart.com are proud to offer a 30 Day Money Back Guarantee return policy on all purchases. If you purchase a product and don't like it, you have 30 days to arrange a return. Customers wishing to exercise their 30 Day Money Back Guarantee need to contact our Customer Support Team(support@lumarysmart.com) with their order number. When a refund occurs shipping costs are not refundable.

Return Policy
To be eligible for a return, your item/s must be unused, in the original packaging and in a resell-able condition. To arrange a return please submit a request with your original order number and reason for the return. Unfortunately, Lumarysmart.com will not cover the cost of return shipping.

Exchange policy
If you bought the wrong order when you placed the order, you will be responsible for all the shipping charges. We do not bear a replacement fee. If the items you receive do not match the order, we will bear all the shipping costs. You only need to send the goods back to us, and we will replace them for you free of charge.

Return address:
Mr Ma 
1751 Heddon Falls Dr. 
Sugar Land, TX. 77479
Please be sure to contact us at support@lumarysmart.com before returning your item, otherwise we will not be able to track your return package, which will prevent you from receiving a refund or replacement.

Once your item/s are received and inspected, we will send you an email to notify you that we have received your returned item/s. If the items are in an acceptable condition a credit will be applied to your original method of payment. The refund can take up to two weeks to appear on your statement.

When you return an item, you should consider using a trackable shipping service or purchasing shipping insurance. We can't guarantee that we will receive your returned item and cannot refund returned orders which we don't receive.

NOTE
For non-quality related issues beyond 30 days, returns will not be processed.
Limited-time offers and seconds can not refund the price difference.
Please check the product before returning, return the product does not match, we have the right to refuse to refund.
Returns must include all accessories and original packaging.

Warranty
Lumarysmart.com warranty obligations for the product you have just purchased (the "Product") are limited to the terms set forth in this document. Lumarysmart.com warrants the Product against defects in materials and workmanship for a period one (1) years from the date of original purchase ("Warranty Period") . If a defect arises and a valid claim is received by Lumarysmart.com within the Warranty Period, at its option, Lumarysmart.com will repair the Product or exchange the Product with a functionally equivalent new product. Lumarysmart.com warrants repaired Products and replacement products provided hereunder against defects in materials and workmanship from the date of the repair or replacement for ninety (90) days or, if longer, for the remainder of the Warranty Period. If the Product is exchanged, the replacement product becomes your property and the Product becomes Lumarysmart.com property. When a refund is given, the Product becomes Lumarysmart.com property.

Exclusions and Limitations
The warranty policy applies only to products you purchase in Lumarysmart.com. This warranty applies only to the normal use of the Product, normal wear and tear excepted, in accordance with written use instructions, if any, provided with the Product (either in writing or through a hyperlink to such instructions). This warranty does not apply to damage caused by accident, abuse, misuse, or modification of the Product.

No Other Warranties
To the maximum extent permitted by law, this warranty and the remedies set forth above are exclusive and in lieu of all other warranties, remedies and conditions, whether oral or written, express or implied.Warranty & Returns

Damages Limitation
To the maximum extent permitted by law, Lumarysmart.com is not responsible for direct or for special, incidental or consequential damages resulting from any breach of warranty or condition, or under any other legal theory, including without limitation any costs of replacing personal property, or costs of recovering or reproducing any program or data stored in a device used with or carried in the Lumarysmart.com product

Consumer Protection
For consumers who have the benefit of consumer protection laws or regulations in their country of purchase or, if different, their country of residence, that cannot be disclaimed as set forth above ("consumer laws"), the benefits conferred by this warranty are in addition to all rights and remedies conveyed by such consumer laws. To the extent that liability under such consumer laws may be limited, Lumarysmart.com liability is limited, at its sole option, to replacement or repair of the product.
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      N 
         
     Nicole Whitfield      
    
 Bright This works well. It is made of quality material and easy to install.

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    C 
         
     Chellebble      
    
 Great size These are very sturdy and well made. Larger than I thought. I love that you have a lot of settings for these. Easy to use app.

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    M 
         
     Mike W.      
    
 Absolutely Fantastic The Lumary Smart Pathway Lights Pro are absolutely fantastic lights. I love that they're dual lights as we've been looking for something that could both light up our pool deck as well as light up our landscaping near our rock retaining wall. They work excellently. Their app is exceptional compared to many of the others that are out there and the UI of the app makes it a pleasure to use (if you've used many of the other "smart" apps, you'll know what I mean).


The lights are quality built separating them from several others in the competition, the only real area that is a bit of a challenge is that I wish they provided more cabling and extensions so that I could spread out the lights more than they are (I have a lot of area to cover). Otherwise, quite impressed with the brightness and clarity of these lights, and well worth the extra money vs. the competition.

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    R 
         
     ReviewGuy!      
    
 Awesome product, awesome service I'm really happy with this. I had an issue and contacted the company support and they resolved it immediately. Setup was easy and the lights are freakin awesome! At first I was a little hesitant, thinking that the lights would be weak or not really create the look I was wanting but they're so much better than I expected. My neighbor got a set of these for about $100 more but a different brand and his aren't nearly as beautiful.Love the aesthetic, but also the amount of customization. These are great. I 100% recommend.

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    B 
         
     Bill M.      
    
 Beefy, Bright And Beautiful I ordered these pathway lights to use as general landscape lighting in our backyard, and we are very pleased with them. They look amazing, and they were pretty easy to install, too.Taking them out of the box, going over the instructions and installing them took me somewhere around two hours. And the time spent was well worth it. The end results exceeded my expectations.Our favorite thing about these lights are the dual heads. They allow you to use one head as a pathway light and the other head as a landscape light. Or both heads for either purpose, so there’s a lot of flexibility with these lights.And lastly, the app is very well done. It really does make setting up the individual RGB lights to achieve the effect you want a breeze.If you have any questions about these Lumary pathway lights, please feel free to ask, and I'll try my best to answer. I hope you found this review helpful.
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Lumary RGBAI Permanent Outdoor Lights
$199.99
$249.99
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	RGBAl Technology
	RGB+WW LED chips
	Multi-source Switching
	Permanent，Year-Round
	Lumary's patented circular design
	Effortless Installation
	IP65 waterproof


                
            
					   
				   
				   
				SIZE
                            
                        50ft with 39 LED Lights
100ft with 78 LED Lights

  
				   
				   
				QUANTITY
                            
                        1 PCS
2 PCS
4 PCS

 

QUANTITY

Add To CartBUY NOW[image: ]DESCRIPTION	[Advanced RGB+WW] In the field of permanent outdoor eave lights, Lumary takes the lead by introducing RGB+WW LED chips, creatively achieving a warm white light effect at 2200K. Tunable to impressive amber-like colors, and create elegant feelings for any occasion or mood.
	[Innovative Lighting Effect] From Lumary design of permanent outdoor lights, featuring an impressive wave lighting effect with no lens need. The beam angle of 46°, with larger wall washing areas. It is the ideal year-round holiday Lights for elevating your outdoor decor and catching your neighbor's eyes. Tips: Install from left to right, 2 inches away from the wall surface for the best lighting effect.
	[Multi-Control System] Lumary prioritizes user interaction and offers more control options so every member of the household can find their preferred way of control. Added remote controller for daily use. With Lumary App, users can easily customize colors and set timers for light control (2.4G WiFi). Additionally, they are compatible with Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant for hands-free control. The control box provides easy control by 1 key.
	[Build to Last] Experience outdoor durability with Lumary all-season outdoor lights, We have undergone rigorous testing, demonstrating their ability to endure extreme temperatures ranging from -4°F to 140°F. Crafted from anti-UV materials and IP65 waterproof (Actually reached IP67 level). Lumary provides high-strength 3M adhesive tape, complemented by nail and adhesive cable clips to ensure security. The glued eave lights effortlessly load up to 12 lbs and have a pull strength of 15 lbs.
	[Multi Colors Display] With RGBAI technology, you can create stunning and dynamic lighting displays on the outdoor landscape lights like a rainbow. Lumary color-changing outdoor lights offer 16 million color options and various preset/custom scenes for providing more vibrant lighting effects.
	[Customize Your Outdoor Lighting] Each of the 3 lights can be controlled individually via the APP, including color change, on/off status, and brightness percent. You can create a creepy atmosphere with blue and purple lighting color to amplify the Halloween vibes. Choosing red and green colors to add a holiday vibe to Christmas. Design the colors of your choice, which will make lights individualized to match your needs perfectly!
	[Effortless Installation] With Lumary permanent eave lights, there's no need to call an electrician, saving you from additional charges and reducing installation time. Easily and securely hang them on your roof, whether the surface is wood, fiber, cement, metal, or vinyl.






SHIPPING POLICYFree shipping in US only. And you can choose fast delivery with shipping cost according to order items weight.

Orders in Canada and Mexico, for the packages with different weights, the shipping cost is not the same.


 Shipping & Order Confirmations:

You will receive an email order confirmation after your order has been placed, and a second email when your order has been shipped. Tracking numbers will be provided when available. We usually ship the goods within two working days after you place the order. Normally, Standard ship will use UPS/USPS/Amazon Logistics delivery.


Shipping tracking:


After we ship the smart lights, the tracking number will be sent to your email (you can also find it through the order). You can track your package via www.17track.net/en.


How long will it be delivered?


In most cases, U.S. orders take 3-5 days for delivery. Orders to Canada and Mexico will take approximately 6-10 working days to arrive.


If there is a major natural disaster, strike or other force majeure event, it will take longer.


Affected by Covid-19, there will be some delay in the delivery.





REFUND POLICYREFUND POLICY


30 Day Money Back Guarantee
Lumarysmart.com are proud to offer a 30 Day Money Back Guarantee return policy on all purchases. If you purchase a product and don't like it, you have 30 days to arrange a return. Customers wishing to exercise their 30 Day Money Back Guarantee need to contact our Customer Support Team(support@lumarysmart.com) with their order number. When a refund occurs shipping costs are not refundable.


Return Policy


To be eligible for a return, your item/s must be unused, in the original packaging and in a resell-able condition. To arrange a return please submit a request with your original order number and reason for the return. Unfortunately, Lumarysmart.com will not cover the cost of return shipping.

Exchange policy


If you bought the wrong order when you placed the order, you will be responsible for all the shipping charges. We do not bear a replacement fee. If the items you receive do not match the order, we will bear all the shipping costs. You only need to send the goods back to us, and we will replace them for you free of charge.

Return address:


Mr Ma

1751 Heddon Falls Dr.

Sugar Land, TX. 77479


Please be sure to contact us at support@lumarysmart.com before returning your item, otherwise we will not be able to track your return package, which will prevent you from receiving a refund or replacement.


Once your item/s are received and inspected, we will send you an email to notify you that we have received your returned item/s. If the items are in an acceptable condition a credit will be applied to your original method of payment. The refund can take up to two weeks to appear on your statement.


When you return an item, you should consider using a trackable shipping service or purchasing shipping insurance. We can't guarantee that we will receive your returned item and cannot refund returned orders which we don't receive.


NOTE：
For non-quality related issues beyond 30 days, returns will not be processed.

Limited-time offers and seconds can not refund the price difference.
Please check the product before returning, return the product does not match, we have the right to refuse to refund.

Returns must include all accessories and original packaging.


Warranty

Lumarysmart.com warranty obligations for the product you have just purchased (the "Product") are limited to the terms set forth in this document. Lumarysmart.com warrants the Product against defects in materials and workmanship for a period one (1) years from the date of original purchase ("Warranty Period") . If a defect arises and a valid claim is received by Lumarysmart.com within the Warranty Period, at its option, Lumarysmart.com will repair the Product or exchange the Product with a functionally equivalent new product. Lumarysmart.com warrants repaired Products and replacement products provided hereunder against defects in materials and workmanship from the date of the repair or replacement for ninety (90) days or, if longer, for the remainder of the Warranty Period. If the Product is exchanged, the replacement product becomes your property and the Product becomes Lumarysmart.com property. When a refund is given, the Product becomes Lumarysmart.com property.


Exclusions and Limitations

The warranty policy applies only to products you purchase in Lumarysmart.com. This warranty applies only to the normal use of the Product, normal wear and tear excepted, in accordance with written use instructions, if any, provided with the Product (either in writing or through a hyperlink to such instructions). This warranty does not apply to damage caused by accident, abuse, misuse, or modification of the Product.


No Other Warranties
To the maximum extent permitted by law, this warranty and the remedies set forth above are exclusive and in lieu of all other warranties, remedies and conditions, whether oral or written, express or implied.Warranty & Returns

Damages Limitation
To the maximum extent permitted by law, Lumarysmart.com is not responsible for direct or for special, incidental or consequential damages resulting from any breach of warranty or condition, or under any other legal theory, including without limitation any costs of replacing personal property, or costs of recovering or reproducing any program or data stored in a device used with or carried in the Lumarysmart.com product

Consumer Protection
For consumers who have the benefit of consumer protection laws or regulations in their country of purchase or, if different, their country of residence, that cannot be disclaimed as set forth above ("consumer laws"), the benefits conferred by this warranty are in addition to all rights and remedies conveyed by such consumer laws. To the extent that liability under such consumer laws may be limited, Lumarysmart.com liability is limited, at its sole option, to replacement or repair of the product.





















DescriptionSize&DetailUser Manual
[image: ]Lumary RGBAI Smart Pathway Light Pro
Lumary RGBAI Smart Pathway Light Pro
The new upgraded pathway lights Pro combines  spotlandscape light and pathway lights, 
create brilliant lighting effects by vertically adjusting the lights head angle.
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Multiple Control Modes
Every member of the family can find what control way they like.
Lumary APP ControlHand-Free Voice ControlRemote ControlControl Box Control
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Create stunning and dynamic outdoor lighting effects for any holiday season
For Christmas LightingFor Ambiance LightingFor Accent Lighting
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Special features offered by Lumary App 
Group ControlIndividual ControlPreset & DIY ScenesSync with MusicTimer & Schedual
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Suitable for many outdoor scenes
EavesBalconyGarage
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IP65 WaterproofSize&DetailQuality Feature
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How to Connect APPHow to Connect AlexaHow to Create GroupCustomizable
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Easy to InstallDouble Clips for SecureDouble Clips for SecureDouble Clips for Secure
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